March 30, 2022
Vanessa Countryman, Secretary
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F St NE
Washington, DC 20549
Re: Share Repurchase Disclosure Modernization (File No. S7-21-21)
Secretary Countryman,
I appreciate this opportunity to comment on the Securities and Exchange Commission’s proposal to
reform disclosure of open-market share repurchases (“OMRs”, also referred to as stock buybacks). I
am an Assistant Professor of Economics & Public Policy at the University of Massachusetts
Amherst, and I research the impacts of stock buybacks on innovation and economic growth.
Proposed Rule SR is a great improvement over the current regulatory regime, as it requires regular
disclosure that will inform investors and regulators of stock buybacks in real time. This is a major
step forward for transparency and would lessen the information asymmetries that currently exist
between corporate management on the one hand, and analysts, workers, policymakers and the
shareholding public on the other. The SEC’s proposed rules would also compel firms to explain why
their buyback decisions are beneficial, while helping to curb the incentives for corporate insiders to
conduct stock buybacks with corporate funds as a method of increasing their own compensation.
While I appreciate the Commission’s work on the current proposal, I believe that the SEC must go
further in restricting stock buybacks under its statutory authority to prevent market manipulation. As
I explain in my 2019 article in the Yale Journal of Regulation, the SEC began its OMR-related
rulemaking process in the 1970s with the clear recognition that stock buybacks have the potential to
manipulate the market price of a company’s stock. Proposals in the 1970s and the regulations that
are in place in other advanced financial market economies recognize that common-sense limits on
stock buyback activity are appropriate and necessary to limit the potential for market manipulation.
As I discuss in this Comment Letter, Rule 10b-18 does not place meaningful limits on corporate
buyback activity. Given the massive growth of corporate funds spent on OMRs in the last decade,
and the potential for market manipulation of such a high volume of activity, the SEC should repeal
Rule 10b-18 and propose regulations that would create bright-line limits to stock buyback activity
and remove the incentives for corporate insiders to personally benefit from corporate funds spent
on OMRs.
In this Comment Letter I first offer my support for Proposed Rule SR and Item 703, and then turn
to my recommendation for expanded policymaking. I then provide my analysis of the history of
SEC proposed rulemaking regarding OMRs before 1982 and give an overview of international
regulation of stock buybacks.

1. Support for Proposed Rule SR (Rule 13a-21) and Item 703
The Benefits of Proposed Rule SR Next Day Reporting
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Form SR (Rule 13a-21): The proposal for regular disclosure of stock buyback execution is major
step forward for transparency and would finally end the information asymmetries that currently exist
between corporate management on the one hand, and analysts, workers, policymakers and the
shareholding public on the other. As long as Rule 10b-18, the “Safe Harbor,” remains in place,
Proposed Rule SR will enable the SEC to actually determine whether or not companies stay within
the safe harbor, which it has previously stated it was unable to do1.
Corporations spent $6.3 trillion on stock buybacks from 2010-2019, ranging from billions spent by
our largest corporations, such as Apple and Microsoft, to nursing home companies and producers of
PPE2. Though Rule 10b-18 purports to put volume limits on stock buybacks activity, it has two
flaws: it creates a daily volume limit without collecting data on daily buyback activity, and also does
not create a presumption of liability for stock buybacks conducted beyond the limits of the safe
harbor. Proposed Rule SR will bring transparency into the 21st century by requiring next day
reporting of stock buyback execution, enhancing the ability of both investors and regulators to have
the same information as corporate insiders. For researchers such as myself, it is not currently
possible to obtain micro-level data on stock buybacks timing. The benefits of such disclosure to
researchers, along with regulators and investors, would be to make such data available in a timely
manner. The costs to corporations should be minimal given the well-established regular reporting of
other financial metrics to the Commission, and the fact that companies are already reporting
aggregate stock buybacks data, which must be determined from micro-level data.
The Benefits of Item 703 Amendments
The SEC’s proposed rules include Item 703 amendments that would also compel firms to explain
why their buyback decisions are beneficial, though additional detail should be included to ensure that
statements are not simply boilerplate, as well as to clearly disclose “any policies and procedures
relating to purchases and sales of the issuers’ securities by its officers and directors during a
repurchase program, including any restriction on such transactions.” As I explain below, while I
propose the SEC establish its own minimum standards with regard to officer and director
transactions during buybacks programs for companies to build upon, the proposed additions
contained in Item 703 will be useful to serve as a notice to companies that their reasons for
conducting buybacks should be valid enough such that they can be fully and reasonably understood
by shareholders. Within Item 703, the SEC should require stock buybacks to be publicly announced,
the expected impact of stock buyback activity on the value of remaining shares, and the planned
source of the funds used to execute stock buybacks, including how financing buybacks will affect
leverage ratios.

2. The SEC Should Repeal Rule 10b-18 and Propose Common-Sense Limits
to OMRs to Reduce Market Manipulation
Common-sense restrictions to stock buybacks will prevent market manipulation and benefit
investors over the long term
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The SEC should build on Proposed Rule SR and repeal the “Safe Harbor,” Rule 10b-18 and replace
it with common-sense guardrails to prevent market manipulation, with bright-line limits on the
volume, timing, manner, and price for open-market share repurchases. All other open-market share
repurchases above the stated limits should be unlawful (note that this does not include tender offers
and private transactions). The limits within the safe harbor are not sufficient to curb the potential
for market manipulation, and, currently, there is no presumption of liability if a company does not
stay within the safe harbor limits. The Commission places many bright-line limits on companies’
securities offerings pursuant to the 1933 and 1934 Acts.3 A bright-line rule prohibiting companies
from conducting repurchases over certain limits would have the effect of lowering the potential for
market manipulation, while leaving room for repurchases at the lower level. While setting a precise
limit should be the subject of further research and discussion, it is worth noting the limits in place in
other advanced financial market jurisdictions (discussed below), as well as the proposals made by the
SEC itself in 1970, in Proposed Rule 13e-2.
Place Mandatory Limits on Corporate Insider Trading Before, During, and After Open-Market
Share Repurchases
Proposed Item 703 additions would require companies to disclose: “Any policies and procedures
relating to purchases and sales of the issuer’s securities by its officers and directors during a
repurchase program, including any restriction on such transactions;” (p. 22). The current proposal
leaves it up to businesses themselves to limit the potential for corporate insiders to personally gain
from stock buybacks activity. The proposal does propose a bright-line limit for ten days before and
after buyback program announcements, but not around actual buybacks execution. While companies
should be free to place stricter limits on corporate insiders, the SEC should lay out a basic
prohibition on corporate insider trading before, during, and after buyback announcement and
execution. This should not be left to company-by-company policymaking and dependent on the
ability of independent directors to craft policies that corporate management can accept. The period
of time for which restrictions should be placed should be subject to further study and discussion.
The research of former SEC Commissioner Robert Jackson Jr.4, economist William Lazonick5, law
professor Nitzan Shilon6, Harvard Law Professor Jesse Fried7, and my own published empirical
work8 have identified the legal loopholes that allow corporate insiders to sell their own personal
shares when they know that buyback purchases are happening, even though such activity has not yet
been disclosed to the outside world, and to use corporate funds for stock buybacks in order to effect
their own long-term compensation. In my published empirical work, Do Corporate Insiders Use Stock
3
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Buybacks for Personal Gain?, I found that, despite the lack of date-specific disclosure of when stock
buybacks occur, using monthly data, I observe that large net sales of insider holdings are more than
twice as likely to take place in periods of substantial buyback activity9. I examine transactions for
nonfinancial corporations with publicly traded stock from 2005 to 2017 and find that net insider
sales of over $100,000 are nearly twice as common in quarters when stock buybacks are also
occurring than in non-buyback quarters. I conduct an empirical analysis of the relationship between
stock buybacks insider transactions and find that a ten percent change in stock buybacks is
associated with a half- percent change in corporate insiders selling their personal shareholdings,
holding the other factors constant. The results suggest that executives may be taking advantage of
the regulatory loophole left in the regulation of stock buybacks, and that policymakers should
reform the regulations governing stock buybacks and corporate insider share-selling. It is clear that
without proper regulation, corporate insiders have the ability to schedule stock buybacks to coincide
with their own personal share-selling, thus benefiting personally from the use of corporate funds for
repurchases. Given that the securities laws generally forbid misbegotten insider benefit, it is crucial
to understand the range of policy options available to restrict this opportunity for personal gain.

3. Policies Regulating Open Market Share Repurchases in Advanced
Capital Markets Globally
Legislation currently enacted in other countries with advanced capital markets can be useful in
guiding the development of US policymaking for that scenario. Several other economies—Japan10
and Canada, for example—have substantive bans on insider transactions during buyback programs
or require disclosure of insider plans to sell their personal holdings before such a sale takes place. It
is useful to be aware of how stock buybacks are regulated in other jurisdictions. Internationally, most
countries with robust capital markets have some regulation in place for curbing stock buybacks,
including both disclosure and substantive limitations. To summarize, the significant differences from
the U.S. model of regulation include: requiring shareholder rather than board approval; placing
bright-line limits on buybacks rather than adopting a safe-harbor approach; requiring immediate
disclosure; and requiring insiders to not trade during buyback programs. Many countries follow the
U.S. model with restrictions on timing, price, volume, and manner. Among the ten countries with
the largest capital markets, all others place clear limits on repurchase activity, and most have more
specific repurchase requirements. In the United Kingdom, approval is required at a shareholder
meeting, not just from the board of directors. Open market share repurchases must be reported
immediately to the Financial Supervisory Authority, and disclosure of volume and price is required.
Requirements put in place by the Tokyo Stock Exchange restrict repurchases in terms of price,
quantity and timing, and disclosure is required on execution at the close of the trading day. There are
also restrictions on insiders, including limiting trading of an insider’s own holdings while a buyback
program is underway, and mandating the establishment of trading rules to avoid conflicts of interest.
In European Union member states, approval at a shareholder meeting is also required, and the
authorization is valid for eighteen months. In France, significantly, the regulatory agency (the
Commission des Operations de Bourse) must also approve the program. In Italy, shareholders must
Id.
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also approve the maximum number of shares to be acquired and the minimum and maximum
purchase price. There is a bright-line limit that a firm cannot buy back more than 10% of
outstanding shares in France, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, and the Netherlands. E.U. countries
require repurchases to be made out of distributable profits, i.e., not purchased with debt. Canada’s
Toronto Stock Exchange (“TSE”) also requires the board to seek authorization from the TSE and
repurchase activity must be filed with the TSE within ten days after the end of each month.
Repurchasing firms must also disclose whether insiders plan to sell their holdings during the firms’
buyback program. In Switzerland, buybacks are conducted according to a second trading line, and
these transactions are fully disclosed on a real-time basis, visible to the public because the firm is the
only buyer of this trading line. When a repurchase program is completed, a firm must immediately
make a public announcement. Several countries also disallow buybacks within ten days prior to
earnings announcements.

4. History of Previous SEC Proposed Rules Concerning Stock Buybacks11
In addition to regulations in other jurisdictions, it is important for the Commission to acknowledge
its own history of developing regulations for open-market share repurchases. In the 1970s, the
Commission considered several proposed Rules that were meant to affirmatively curb the potential
for market manipulation of stock buybacks. These Proposed Rules are worth review by today’s
Commission.
The Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 (the “Act”) governs secondary trading of equities and lays
out anti-fraud and anti-manipulation provisions to govern such activity. Prior to the adoption of
Rule 10b-18, stock buybacks were subject to potential liability under several anti-fraud and
manipulation statutes of the Act: Sections 9(a)(2)[1] and 10(b)[2] of the Act and its promulgating
Rule 10b-5. Because there was no explicit permission nor denial of permission for stock buybacks,
they operated in a legally hazy area, inhibiting their use. Congress passed the Williams Act
Amendment to the Securities and Exchange Act in 1968, which focused on the tender offer process.
It gave the Commission authorization to adopt rules and regulations to prohibit buybacks, by
defining them as fraudulent, deceptive or manipulative, based on their role protecting investors and
the interest of the public. Section (2)(e)(1) stated specifically that it is unlawful for issuers to
repurchase their own securities if the purchase “is in contravention to such rules and regulations as
the Commission . . . may adopt (A) to define acts and practices which are fraudulent, deceptive or
manipulative and (B) to prescribe means reasonably designed to prevent such acts or practices.”
Throughout the 1970s, the Commission proposed but failed to adopt a series of rules to regulate
repurchases. In 1970, Rule 13e-2 was proposed to make stock buybacks “unlawful as acts and
practices which are fraudulent, deceptive or manipulative” unless the transactions were conducted
according to a certain set of conditions. The conditions included: one broker per transaction; no
sales before the opening transaction and a half-hour before the close of daily trading; prices could
not exceed the highest current independent bid price or the last sale price, whichever is higher; and
the volume was limited to not exceeding fifteen percent of the average daily trading volume in the
four calendar weeks preceding the week in which the buybacks were conducted. These same
conditions, with the volume increased by ten percentage points, would become the conditions for
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the safe harbor. The critical difference in proposed Rule 13e-2 was that all other transactions were
unlawful. The proposed Rule did not include specific disclosure requirements but did include a
provision under which the Commission could approve repurchases on a case-by-case basis that
would otherwise be unlawful.
In 1973 and 1980, amendments to proposed Rule 13e-2 were added, including a significant proposal
for disclosure. In 1973, the Commission was more forthright about its purpose for the rule,
describing it as “prescrib[ing] means . . . to prevent an issuer from effecting repurchases which may
have a manipulative or misleading impact on the trading market in the issuer’s securities.” The
Commission later described the conditions for repurchases as “designed to ensure that an issuer
neither leads nor dominates the trading market in its securities.” This language points to the
rationale behind the types of conditions outlined, such as disallowing issuers to set the first or last
price for a trading day. The Commission included an initial disclosure regime, including several
questions about whether officers or directors should be required to disclose if they are considering
buying or selling securities in conjunction with a repurchase that they are in charge of executing. The
language points to awareness by the Commission that officers and directors face conflicts of interest,
requesting comments on “[w]hether any officers or directors intend to dispose of the issuer’s
securities they might presently hold.” The proposal invited comments on the idea that the source of
funds to be used for the repurchases should be disclosed, and how public such disclosures should be
made, along with volume and manner disclosure requirements.
A revised proposed Rule 13e-2 also laid out the rationale for a need to limit stock buybacks. The
Commission explained that the “regulatory predicate . . . [is a] need for a scheme of regulation that
limits the ability of an issuer . . . to control the price of the issuer’s securities.” Such a need “stems in
part from the unique incentives that an issuer . . . [has] to control the price of the issuer’s securities.”
The Commission explained that the guidance was intended to help issuers avoid securities law
liability that they could not otherwise predict, since the antifraud and anti-manipulative provisions of
the Act are general in nature. The Commission once again explained that limits it was proposing
were intended to “prevent the issuer from leading or dominating the market through its repurchase
program. In fashioning those limitations, the Commission has balanced the need to curb the
opportunity to engage in manipulative conduct against the need to avoid excessively burdensome
restrictions.” Again the Commission left room for a case-by-case exemption of transactions that
otherwise would exceed the proposed Rule.
Even though the elaborate description of the need for the proposed rule was new, the substantive
conditions put in place were mainly the same as in the 1970 and 1973 proposals, with one significant
difference: transactions that took place outside of its conditions would not be automatically suspect.
The Commission gave specific reasoning as to why each of the volume, timing, pricing, and manner
conditions were critical to designing procedures that would limit the impact of repurchases on the
market. The Commission also proposed specific disclosure requirements for large-volume
repurchase programs but noted that disclosure was not a substitute for substantive regulation,
explaining at some length that disclosure would not be enough to curb activity that could be
manipulative to the market. Disclosure would, however, “give the market an opportunity to react to
the fact that the issuer may account for a substantial amount of purchasing activity in its securities.”
In 1982, rather than proposing another revision to proposed Rule 13e-2, the Commission instead
proposed Rule 10b-18, which was adopted later in the year. An analysis published at the time
claimed that this was a “regulatory about-face,” and that the new safe harbor should be viewed as
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“constructive deregulatory action . . . [that] contrasts markedly with past Commission views on the
regulation of issuer repurchases.” Rule 10b-18 stood in contrast to proposed Rule 13e-2, which had
the purposes of preventing manipulation by prohibiting the issuer from raising the market price;
prohibiting the perception of wide-spread interest by the use of several broker-dealers and limiting
domination of the market with high repurchase volumes. The purpose of Rule 10b-18 instead was to
facilitate repurchases and limit intrusive regulation into corporate decision-making. Its passage has
paved the way for four decades of increasing stock buyback activity by U.S. corporations.
Conclusion
I appreciate the Commission’s consideration of stock buybacks disclosure reform and the efforts
contained in Proposed Rule SR and the Item 703 additions. I request that the Commission include
an expanded and delineated list of the Rule’s intended beneficiaries, with the potential benefits
quantified. Please do not hesitate to contact me for further discussion.
Sincerely,
Lenore Palladino
Assistant Professor of Economics & Public Policy
University of Massachusetts Amherst
lpalladino@umass.edu

Appendix: Table: Summary of International Share Repurchase Regulation
Source: Chen, N.-Y. & Liu, C.-C. (2021) The effect of repurchase regulations on actual share
reacquisitions and cost of debt. The North American Journal of Economics and Finance, 55,
101298.
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